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About
ISIH 2022 Discovery Report

This phase is important in gathering information for the 
redevelopment of the website but its findings may well 
influence strategic decisions beyond this project.

About Discovery

Project Goals
Current site structure
Web analytics
Audience analysis
Inspiration
Areas of work

Our intention is to refocus our conversation on what current 
and potential users need and are motivated by. This involves 
sharing our assumptions about the website and then checking 
them against real audience behaviour.

The activities we undertook included Theory of Change, web 
analytics, user empathy workshops, and user survey. We then 
designed four user personas in order to capture the needs 
that the project should achieve.
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Project goals
ISIH 2022 Discovery Report

Through two workshops, we 
explored the Executive 
Committee's criteria for success of 
the project.
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01 A user- focused website
This requires a clear description of who our audiences are and 
how we will help them through the website.

There will be a particular emphasis on better understanding ECR 
and people in the sector who lack a strong IH community (eg for 
location or language reasons).

A better understanding of the value of our existing content will 
help us decide which types of content should be expanded, 
which copied across and which discontinued.

A system for measuring site performance on an ongoing basis 
(including but not limited to traffic metrics) will allow the site to 
evolve over the coming years.



02 An updated identity
We would like to evolve our visual identity (logo, colours, 
typography), produce a concise statement of our aims as a 
Society and develop brand guidelines.

03 A sustainable website
The new site should be easy for ISIH to edit and cheap to 
maintain on an ongoing basis.

It should not live on the University of Oxford's servers.

These guidelines will include recommended usage in other media 
(including social media and IHR).



04 Own and promote IHR
Better demonstrate our ownership of IHR.

Promote content from the journal on our site.

05 Better promote our events
Provide a home for the Conference and encourage attendance.

Demonstrate how our work as a society is manifested in other 
events.



Current site structure
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The current site consists of over 540 pieces of 
content, the overwhelming majority of which are in the 
Announcements section.
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Web analytics
ISIH 2022 Discovery Report

We reviewed the traffic numbers of pages on the 
current site.
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Findings from web analytics

This indicates individual page visits, rather than numbers of 
visitors. Nonetheless, it suggests a sizeable audience exists for 
ISIH content.

c.22,000 page visits in the last year

However, overall site visits are on a downward trend (from over 
28,000 in 2017). That is in spite of the amount of content on the 
site increasing steadily throughout that time.

These figures will include any visits made by members of the 
ISIH team.
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The single most significant driver of traffic in any given year is the upcoming conference. 
The page announcing and providing info on the conference outperforms every other 
page on the site. for example in the last three months there have been 1,008 visits to 
the homepage but 1.623 to the 2022 Conference page.

Upcoming conferences

The homepage performs consistently well. In the last 12 months, it has received 3,007 
page visits.

The homepage

This is likely to be 1) people clicking on the logo having arrived first on another page, 2) 
people searching for the brand name (ie "ISIH" and similar terms), and 3) people directed 
to the homepage by ISIH communications.

A lot of this traffic is likely to be from ECRs.



Traffic for events (including the conference, ECR events and 
seminar series) are highly concentrated in short bursts.

Events

This suggests that the traffic is not generated organically by the 
website but by other drivers such as publicity announcements 
on Twitter.



We would expect pages in the top- level menu to receive high 
traffic as the content is being actively promoted to users. Now 
that the dropdowns do not work, these pages are the only way 
for users top browse the site. Given this, these pages receive 
surprisingly low numbers.

Top- level menu items

Prizes: 1,300 visits

Announcements: 1,051 visits

IHR/Journal: 1,029 visits

People: 801 visits

About: 536 visits

This suggests that the site is not being used by 
users to browse, but rather to achieve specific tasks.

Within these pages, Prizes and Announcements are 
the most visited. Unlike the other pages, which are 
just stubs, these pages also contains active content, 
which will improve their performance in search 
engines.



Individual announcements have very variable appeal.

News items

The traffic here is most likely to be dominated by 
promotion on Twitter or elsewhere.

As befits 'news' the valuable lifespan of this content is 
typically short.

The existence of old news content on the site continues 
to attract traffic from Google; some of this may be of 
historical value but it will consistently inflate overall site 
visit numbers.



Although this page is not in the menu and this is not a 
goal that the Society promotes, it received 222 visits in 
the last 12 months.

Join the Society

This places it in the top twenty most popular pages on 
the site and indicates a desire of some users to be part 
of the Society that is not just related to the Conference, 
or the IHR.



Audience analysis
ISIH 2022 Discovery Report

Our user research mainly consisted of empathy 
workshops with members of the ISIH team.
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In addition we sent out a survey to people on a mailing 
list consisting of ECRs and former event attendees.



Findings from audience survey

We asked about location, stage of career and specialism. We 
then asked a range of questions about their engagement with 
both ISIH and the website.

About the survey

ISIH 2022 Discovery Report

12 respondents
7 Early career academics; 2 mid- career; 3 senior academics (including one ISIH officer)

About the respondents

Geographically dispersed
4 from UK; 2 from elsewhere in Europe; 3 from USA; one each from Argentina, Bangladesh, Brazil.

Engagement
9 had previously attended ISIH events 

Specialisms named
History; literature; intellectual history (incl history of philosophy); philosophy; German studies; chemistry.



"When you visit the website, what are you looking for?"

ISIH 2022 Discovery Report

Con����n�e ��d 
fu��s

I fo���t ���n I �i��t�� i� 
la�� t���. Per���s I �a� 
cu���u� �b�u� ��m� 
co���r���e p���r��.

s�e���c ��e�t 
in���m��i��

Cf��/ 
an����ce���t� 
of ���f��e�c��

co����s a�� �v���s 
t�a� Br����i�n� 
ca� ��r���ip���

New ���s ��� 
ne� ���n��

In�o�m���o� �b�u� 
t�e ��n���en��, an� 
ot��� C��s

co���r���e �n��

I di��'t �e���ze 
t�e�� w�� o��.

IS�� bu����s� (I 
am �� ���er �� 
t�e ��c�e��)

I do�'t �i��t 
t�e ��b���e



"What do you value about the Society?"

ISIH 2022 Discovery Report

To�g� ��es����. 
Don't ��ow � ��� 
ab��� i�.

f�i��d���es�/op��
ne�� t� � �a�g� 
of ���c���in��

pa���m�� �ri�� �� 
pu� �� �ni����iv�� ��r 
Ear�� C�r�e� 
Sc�o��r�

s�u���s i���l���g 
in���l���u�l 
wo���

I va��� �av��� � Soc���� 
de����te� �� �n�e�l����al 
hi���r�. The ��I �n� �S�� 
ar� �� �r�� s�o�s ��� 
s�a��n� ��- to- da�� �� t�e 
�el�.

The ����it� �� ��er 
p�o�r��� �n 
in���l���u�l ���to��, 
ac���s ��� bo���r�

un���e 
in���d���ip����r� 
re����c� a�d 
pe��p����ve�

En�o��d ��� 
co���r���e I 
at���d��.

It� i�t����ti���� c�a��c���. Tha� 
it ���t��� in����ti�� ��r� i� t�� 
�el�. It� �el���o�s��� t� i�� j����al.

The ����r�a���na� 
ex���n��, t�e 
in���d���ip����r� 
ap����c�, t�e ��t��e�t 
fo� ��w ���ic�



"How could the Society be more valuable to you?"

ISIH 2022 Discovery Report

Id�, or����zi�� s��� 
ni�� ��en ����ne 
ev���s ���be?

no� ��r�

mo�� ��n�e��n���, 
fu���n� 
op���t��i���s

Ope���g ���ce ��� t�� 
su���s��o� �f ���e�g� 
ar���l��, di���m��a���n o� 
wo���'s ��ud��� �it� 
in���l���u�l ���en

As a� ���n� (p�e- e�r��- ca����) ac����ic (I've ���y ���t ��ar��� m� �ra����e 
s�u���s), it ����d �e �r��� �o h��� �or� ���o�r��� to ��� �c�u���te� ��t� �h� 
�el� ��d��. In�e�l����al ���t��� ca� �� s��e�h�� ��bu���� an� ��r� �� 
de���. Get���g � ��as� �� t�� �e�d ��� t�� a��d��i� c����ni�� t��� 
s�u���s I��el���t�a� H��t��� ca� �� c���us���. I va��� �he J�I, fo� ��s���ce, 
be����e t���� b�o� p���s ���p �e �� �n�e�s���d ��� wo�� t��� �s a����l�� 
be��� d��e (an� ��n���er�� �� "in���l���u�l ���to��") to���. It'd �e �r��� i� 
t�e IS�� co��� d� �o�� t� �e��n��r��e ��n���po���y ���k (in ��� f���, 
in����ti�� �r�a��h). Tha�'s ��at ���r���ed �� �� t�e W���n i� I�t����c�u�� 
His���y ���in��.

It a����d� i�, I am ���d �� i�. It �o��d 
be ����ul �� �� to ���� mo�� ��en�� 
du���g ��� ye��, so�� �h���er, so�� 
t�e��t��. Som� �� �he�� I ��ul� ��l� 
or����ze

s�o�s�� �� ar� �h�� 
on ����l�e�t��� �is���yNot ���� at ���s 

po���, bu� I'l� �ta�� 
vi����g ��e w����te.

The I��� ma�� ��en� �� �t� a�n��� 
co���r���e. Al��o�g� �a�h ����m��s �o 
be ���l��i��, t�e ��c�e�� c���� do ���� fo� 
t�o�� m���er� �h��� i�t����t� a�� n�� 
re���s���ed �� ��y o�� ��ar.

I t�i�k �� ��ul� �� g��a� t� ���mo�� �h� �a�t����at��� o� 
se���� an� ���n� �c�o��r� �r�� �on- ce��r�� ��un����s. 
Fin����al ���p �� a�t��� t�� �on����n�e� �r �� o�g����e �v���s 
wo��� b� �e�y ����. If ��at ���n�� �e ���r�e�,  li����s�i� h��� 
to ���� pa���s �� �ub����ti��� w�u�� b� � ��e�t ���p.



"Any other comments?"
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I ha�� ��n� �em���e� �n� � �re�� ��e�t��� �or ��� S�ci���. It's �e�� v��� im���t��� at ��� 
be���n��� of �� ca���� as � S�ut� A��r��a� d����ra� �t����t �o ��c�i�� ��ad����, pe���n�� a�d 
ec����ic ���p��� f�o� t�� S��i�t�. It a���w�� �e t� ���ti����te �� ��te���t�o��� �ve��s ��� g�� i� 
to��� w��� s�e���li��s ��om ��� �l� o��r ��� wo��d. I ho�� �h�� �he S���e�y ����s a���� t�e �p���� gi��� 
b� Co�s���c� B�a�k���l -- to ���m I ���l �e ��r��e� g����fu�. Man� �h���s ��� t�i� s����y

~ Senior academic, Argentina



Summary

ISIH 2022 Discovery Report

Although the response rate was low and the sample size 
concentrated on ECRs, the survey provides useful information about 
our audiences, their needs and some ideas for the Society.

Most junior academics don't have a strong sense of the Society beyond the events it organises, especially the 
Conference.
Several of the target audience are not aware of the website. Those that are come for: the Conference, CfPs, 
sector news.
By being one of a few organisations that focuses on intellectual history globally, ISIH has an opportunity to 
break down barriers between countries and disciplines.
By reflecting current trends and reaching further afield, ISIh has an opportunity to appeal to a younger 
audience.
Respondents have a positive sense of the Society, focusing on its being international, interdisciplinary and 
friendly; these are not qualities of the website per se but of ISIH events and ambassadors.
ISIH has a role in defining and promoting intellectual history. It has an opportunity to reach out to people who 
may not know they are intellectual historians.
No mention made of the Journal (except by an ISIH officer).



Audience groups

Academics

ISIH 2022 Discovery Report

potential conference delegate

Academic in history, literature, philosophy etc

Academic in China/ Africa/ Latin America

teacher of intellectual history

IR / political / historians of science or history 
theory

site editor

Exec committee member

PhD candidate

Postdoc

Undergraduate

ISIH

Change- makers

civil society actors

media / public



User personas
ISIH 2022 Discovery Report

User personas are fictional portraits of our users. They generate the main user need 
statements for the website, which are what we will use to prioritise where the 
budget is spent and decide what we will build.

The first user persona should gather the major needs and subsequent personas 
gather additional, conflicting or lower priority needs.

For this project we have four personas:
Sal, a postdoc based in Italy
Pablo, a UK- based PI
Gabriel, a Brazil- based undergraduate
Birgitte, an ISIH officer and site editor

Change- maker needs statements are considered out- of- scope



Sal
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Twitter user
Academic networks

EUI peers. One of a large int'l cohort.
European Hist of Philosophy conferences, 
projects
RSA conference
Italian C17th journals

Operates in English and in Italian.

3rd yr PHD at EUI in Florence: Reception of 
Hobbes's Leviathan in second- half of seventeenth- 
century Italy. Supervisor is in the History 
department.

28, originally from Utrecht.

to find out about the conference

to build her network (peers and mentors with 
similar interests)

to hear diverse voices and intellectual approaches

in ����r �o...

decide whether to attend, give a paper, promote 
my work, meet likeminded scholars

exchange ideas, advance my career, feel part of a 
community

feel part of a dynamic community

to apply for grants/ prizes gain funding and prestige

to find out what ISIH and join the Society further my career, network

to see CfPs and non- ISIH conference info

to advertise my own event

to read an news post I've seen on Twitter

I wa��...

see if there is a relevant event coming 
up
attract attendeed

find out more about an intriguing topic

to find out more about the Journal and how to 
submit

see if I can publish something



Pablo
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Senior academic in History of Science at St 
Andrew's.

He has attended ISIH for over twenty years, is a 
supporter and knows several people involved with 
the Society well, though never directly involved 
himself.

in ����r �o...I wa��...

to find out if I can / how to host 
an ISIH event

contribute to the field, promote his research, promote 
his department and students

get in touch with the journal editor see if they are interested in my idea for a special issue

to find information about past 
conferences

know how to structure my own event

to see what IHR special issues are like consider submitting a proposal to the Special Issues 
Editor

He has never knowingly visited the website before, 
although presumably did in order to attend previous 
events.

He is interested now in hosting an event and finding 
out about editing a special issue of IHR.

As a teacher and mentor he is interested in 
providing students with connections and access to 
new thinking.

to find good, current updates 
about publications and other 
History of Science/IH news

share with my students, keep up with latest 
developments



Gabriel
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Final year undergraduate in Philosophy in Porto 
Alegre, Brazil.

He has been accepted for a PhD in USA. Proposed 
topic is: The impact of modern Latin American 
women philosophers.

in ����r �o...I wa��...

Gabriel's final- year thesis opened up the world of 
history of philosophy and he came to ISIH through 
the History of Women online seminar series.

to find out what ISIH is decide whether to become involved

to find out more about the study 
of intellectual history

understand the disciplines and where I fit in

to find content in Portuguese

to find events that are online or 
in Brazil

read and share content more easily

attend another event in person

articles about Latin American 
women philosophers

see if I can publish something



Birgitte
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Society Officer, based at two European universities.

in ����r �o...I wa��...

Birgitte's hopes for the Society are that it feels 
modern, is clearer about what ISIH offers and that it 
caters for everyone in intellectual history - 
especially ECRs and those who are not surrounded 
by a strong IH network.

a site that performs well without needing 
much maintenance

save time and money

to be able to change menu items, 
delete old content, add videos and 
other editing functionas

have the site behave exactly as I would like it to

a modern- looking site

expose journal content

feel proud, want to share it, attract ECRs

demonstrate ownership; promote our work

an updated brand be accessible and reflect the Society better

Has organised events and frequently adds content 
to the website.

to see younger and more non- Anglophone 
voices reflected on the site

be the 'news hub' for IH

to be a point of reference for anyone 
interested in the field

be the central organisation for IH

attract more high- quality visits to the site show we are growing and fulfilling our remit

have a simple way of reporting on the 
health of the website

have evidence to make future decisions

to my efforts on content that is genuinely useful 
to my audiences

have a good return on investment of my time

when someone googles "intellectual 
history" our site appears on the first page

be prominent in du=iscussions about IH



Inspiration
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We considered the websites of a few comparable 
organisations, thinking specifically about 1) their 
messaging and aims, 2) ease of use, 3) the content 
they offer and the way its organised, and 4) overall 
aesthetic.

We also asked for other design stimuli. For the 
purposes of this report, we simply provide 
screenshots on the following pages.

28

The findings of these inspirations will make their way 
into the design phase.



http://www.americancusanussociety.org/

American Cusanus Society

http://www.americancusanussociety.org/


https://ehs.org.uk/

Economic History Society

https://ehs.org.uk/


http://www.voltaire.ox.ac.uk/

The Voltaire Foundation

http://www.voltaire.ox.ac.uk/


https://journals.pennpress.org/journal- of- 
the- history- of- ideas/home/

Journal of the History of Ideas (JHI)

https://jhiblog.org/

https://journals.pennpress.org/journal-of-the-history-of-ideas/home/
https://journals.pennpress.org/journal-of-the-history-of-ideas/home/
https://jhiblog.org/


https://www.bisa.ac.uk/

British International Studies Association

https://www.bisa.ac.uk/


Other types of site



Logos of other societies



Some possible visual cues: Modernism
Courtesy of James



Some possible visual cues: various



Areas of work
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The list of user needs will be transferred to a backlog and 
prioritised by the web team, ready for review by the ISIH 
Executive Committee.

36

The user stories give us a task list (backlog) for the 
rest of the project.

We will prioritise the list and allocate budget 
accordingly. 55 hours currently remain.



to find out about the conference decide whether to attend, give a paper, promote my work, meet 
likeminded scholars

Conference

to find out what ISIH is and join the Society further my career, network Homepage, About, Membership, People

to build her network (peers and mentors with similar interests) exchange ideas, advance my career, feel part of a community Conference, Contact, People

to hear diverse voices and intellectual approaches feel part of a dynamic community News, Blog

to apply for grants/ prizes gain funding and prestige News, Prizes

to see CfPs and non- ISIH conference info see if there is a relevant event coming up News

to advertise my own event attract attendeed Contact

to read a news post I've seen on Twitter find out more about an intriguing topic News

to find out more about the Journal and how to submit see if I can publish something Journal

to find out if I can / how to host an ISIH event contribute to the field, promote his research, promote my department 
and students

Events

to find information about past conferences know how to structure my own event Conference archive

to see what IHR special issues are like consider submitting a proposal to the Special Issues Editor Journal

get in touch with the journal editor see if they are interested in my idea for a special issue Journal, contact

to find good, current updates about publications and other History of 
Science/IH news

share with my students, keep up with latest developments News, Twitter

to find out what ISIH is decide whether to become involved Homepage, About

need motivation proposed solution



CMS

need motivation proposed solution

to find out more about the study of intellectual history understand the disciplines and where I fit in About IH

to find content in Portuguese read and share content more easily News, multilingual (out of scope)

articles about Latin American women philosophers see if I can publish something Journal, blog

to find events that are online or in Brazil attend another event in person Events, News

a site that performs well without needing much maintenance save time and money CMS

to be able to change menu items, delete old content, add videos and 
other editing functionas

have the site behave exactly as I would like it to

a modern- looking site feel proud, want to share it, attract ECRs Visual design, branding

an updated brand be accessible and reflect the Society better Branding

to know my efforts on content that is genuinely useful to my audiences have a good return on investment of my time Reporting

expose journal content demonstrate ownership; promote our work Journal, Blog

to see younger and more non- Anglophone voices reflected on the site be the international hub for IH Visual design, news

to be a point of reference for anyone interested in the field be the central organisation for IH Homepage, About IH, news, blog

attract more high- quality visits to the site show we are growing and fulfilling our remit News

have a simple way of reporting on the health of the website have evidence to make future decisions Reporting

when someone googles "intellectual history" our site appears on the 
first page

be prominent in du=iscussions about IH SEO (out of scope)



Content strategy
A content strategy includes:

menu structure, based on user journeys
guidelines for content editors (ie what gets Tweeted, 
what goes on the site)
designing & building the basic page content structure
a plan for reviewing and retiring old content

Estimate: 10 hours

Likely content
Conference (standard pages)
ECR events (standard pages) - ISIH events
About ISIH (standard pages)
News (content type) - focusing on Call for Papers and IH events
Blog/articles (content type) - focusing on highlighting IHR content
Journal (standard pages)
Prizes (standard pages)
About IH (standard pages)
People at ISIH (standard pages)
Contact (webform)



Content recommendations

The new site will be similar to the old in terms of the content it offers.

These are the changes I am recommending:

About ISIH is shorter and includes material about the origin, 
purpose and functions of the Society.
About IH is a new page acting as an introduction to the field of 
intellectual studies for junior academics, and especially those in 
related disciplines (eg Philosophy, Literary Studies)
Articles/blog is new content that will highlight new books or 
selected articles from the IHR
Announcements/news will focus on external events. Other news 
can go on Twitter.
Shorter page content overall.
Conference and ECR events separated in the navigation



Branding
The decisions we make on logo, colours typography 
and treatment of imagery will be crucial for all 
subsequent work.

We need to clarify our messaging. In particular, 
there is an open question around the three 
identities of ISIH and how they connect:

Society
Conference
Journal

See, as a point of comparison, how the JHI hangs 
its functions as a society off of its journal, and how 
it has an entirely separate blog site.

The rebrand is a standalone task, and should not be 
allowed to use too much budget. Branding projects 
can be extensive in their own right, and the scope of 
this work is greater than initially anticipated.

In order to ensure we have enough remaining 
resource for the rest of the project, we should limit 
this work to 8 hours.



Visual design
The look and feel of the website will be addressed 
alongside the visual aspect of the branding work.

We will use moodboards to present visual ideas that 
the Committee can respond to.

Estimate: 4 hours



Content Management 
System (CMS)

The CMS is the system on which the site is built.

Requirements include:
have its own, independent URL
hosting owned and run by
easy to update
low- cost and easy to maintain
allows reporting on visitor behaviour

Tasks include:
identify appropriate CMS
provide hosting costs
install and set- up CMS
add Google Analytics

Estimate: 10 hours



Homepage

The homepage is the most important page in 
explaining who the Society is and what it does, as well 
as showing your engagement with IH (eg through 
promoted news), and presenting your major calls to 
action.

Estimate: 10 hours

Calls to action: about, conference, news, journal, contact, 
join(?)

Tasks:
wireframe basic page
choose appropriate imagery
build page structure
Twitter feed (?)



Theming

'Theming' is the term we use for applying the visual 
design to the website.

This is a time- consuming phase as the design needs to 
work on mobile devices first and then on screens of all 
sizes.

It also includes altering the design as we build out the 
various different bits of functionality, and as content is 
added.

Estimate: 12 hours



Launch

Pointing domain name to the new server
Final project report
Instructions for editors and handover

Estimate: 3 hours



Richard Rowley, June 2022
Contact: rowley.richard@gmail.com

Thank you

https://rowley.richard@gmail.com/

